One of common methods of determining landscape change usually is to compare maps and photographic images of the same places in different time horizons. Landscape painting, which has a long and rich tradition in the Czech Republic, can be used similarly. Landscape-ecological interpretation of selected works by painters of the 19 th century -Julius Mařák, František Kaván and Antonín Slavíček was done in this paper. Some pictures of the Českomoravská vrchovina (Bohemian-Moravian highlands) by Josef Jambor from the mid-20 th century were used for detailed comparative analysis to the level of habitats. We compared 80 landscape paintings and found that most of the painted sceneries have changed for worse.
INTRODUCTION
Changes in land-use and in the character of the landscape are commonly determined through the comparison of maps, photographs, aerial photographs and in the last decade also satellite imagery of various time periods. Landscape painting can be used in similar way, as well as graphical descriptions of the landscape if they are realistic and detailed enough. Art of this kind has got a long and rich tradition in the Czech Republic. A landscape ecologist can compare the existing landscape with its shape and form long in the past based on large number of art pieces from various areas (Lacina, 2009; 2011) . It is necessary to take care searching for the locations of old pictures in the landscape.
Those artworks created long before photography was invented and even before the first military mapping took place are of the upmost importance. They include mainly vedute, highly detailed, usually large-scale paintings of cityscapes that are often the only topographically relatively accurate documentation of the state of the landscape several centuries ago. As an example, an engraver of European importance -Václav Hollar (1607-1677) -captured hills and extensive vineyards nowadays long developed in his vedute of Prague in 1635. Vedute of Brno are similar, e.g. the one of Jan Willenberg from 1593 -the dominant vegetation elements of the close proximity of the town walls used to be vineyards there, too. Despite the fact that already A. Chittussi (in Dvořák, 1954) said that a painter is not a photographer and despite various painting movements, landscape painting with sufficient number of realistic elements, allowing for comparison with the reality, continued in the 20 th century. The work of František Kaván (1866 -1941 ), Antonín Slavíček (1870 -1910 ), Jindřich Prucha (1886 -1914 , Jan Kojan (1866 -1951 ), Oldřich Blažíček (1887 -1953 ), Josef Jambor (1887 -1964 ), Otakar Kubín (1883 -1969 ), Vojtěch Sedláček (1892 -1973 and Jan Trampota can be used for comparison analysis.
The aim of this work is to show that perception of good quality landscape painting (not obtrusive kitches!) does not have to be only an aesthetic experience, but a landscape ecologist can also find many specialist pieces of information and can expertly interpret the landscape painting.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Photographs of landscape paintings of Bohemian and Moravian artists from the 19
th and the first half of the 20 th century were taken in galleries of visual art (Horácká galerie in Nové Město na Moravě, Jambor's House in Tišnov) as well as in private collections. Another source for comparison were colour reproductions from art monographs. An emphasis was put harmonious cultural landscape while choosing individual paintings. The exact spot of the painter's view was located using maps while the accurate localisation of the painting was done through, often labourious, search in the field. After that a photograph was taken, representing the painter's field of view. In case there were new landscape elements in the view (buildings or trees), the photograph was taken from the nearest free location. Apart from the overall view, pictures of half-views and details were also taken. These helped to document the changes in landscape in the way of landscape structure mosaic as well as species composition of the vegetation cover.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A real treat for ecologically orientated viewer is the work of Julius Mařák (1832-1899). Not his monumental pictures of some selected Bohemian and Moravian localities for the National Theatre where the depicted objects are deliberately idealised and dramatized, but his forest interiors and individual woody species. The cycle of 13 coal drawings, called Austrian woodland characters (1878) is unique. He captured the woodland vegetation zonation of the then monarchy from oaks and hornbeams in the lowest altitudes (1 st vegetation zone according to Zlatník, 1963) all the way to pines and dwarf mountain pines of the tree line (8 th vegetation zone). The highlight of Mařák's work is represented by a related large twin-canvas of Šumava primeval forest in the sun (1892-1897) and Šumava primeval forest in the storm (1891-1892) radiating the dynamics of mountain natural woodland where the fir-beech forests and climax spruce growths meet.
One of the great merits of Julius Mařák is the fact that he taught numerous extraordinary artists during his time in the Prague Academy of Visual Art between 1887 and 1899. They were trying to capture the reality of various Czech landscapes in the open air. These artists include František Kaván (1866-1941) whose very extensive artwork includes the painting The Iron Mountains from The Golden Brook in Třemošnici (1895) . This oil-painting is often reproduced as a typical representation of the classical Czech landscape full of ease. When studying the foreground of the picture with greater care, we realise that the artist probably incidentally captured the wide flood-bed created during the catastrophic floods in Bohemia in 1890. Five years after the disaster, the catastrophic impacts are still obvious on the banks. The vegetation composition is dominated by thistles (likely Carduus crispus) and young woody plants are completely missing, probably because of the effects of selective cattle grazing. This speculation is confirmed by an even more detailed interpretation of the same landscape segment from the same period by Kaván's schoolmate and friend Bohuslav Dvořák (1867 Dvořák ( -1951 in the painting The Iron Mountains (1895).
Antonín Chittussi (1847-1891), born in Ronov upon Doubrava, learnt from French Barbizon landscape painters and painted in the open air in France as well as in his native landscape. His greatest work is represented by the oil-painting "From the Valley of the Doubrava" (1886). It is a segment of pasture in the rocky valley of the river with solitary trees. The architect Ladislav Žák in his nowadays inspirational book "Obytná krajina" (1947) (Livable Landscape) utilised Chittussi's painting as a warning demonstration of the way our landscape will look like should the expansion of human civilisation continue. The dramatic change luckily has not happened although it is not possible to find the angle of view Chittussi captured. The slopes of the Doubrava cutting (the so called Chittussi's Valley in the Natural Park of the Doubrava) are continually covered with woody vegetation. In addition to that it is possible that the artist composed his picture from several angles of view. Once the grazing ceased, young woody vegetation natural seeding as well as afforestation occurred here as well as in numerous other river valleys. The populations of heliophilous species were outcompeted.
An exceptional personality of the Czech landscape painting is Antonín Slavíček , also a graduate of the Mařák's landscape painting school, but inspired mainly by the work of A. Chittussi and almost approaching impressionism in his concepts. His influence was most obvious in [1903] [1904] [1905] in Kameničky on the foothills of the Žďár Hills and the Iron Mountains. Despite the fact that the artist admits in a letter to a friend in 1905 that "not even in a thousand paintings" could he embrace the "inner life of the people and the region"; he certainly managed to depict the landscape composition and the relationships between them better than others. The popular painting U nás v Kameničkách (1904) (At ours in Kameničky) can even be considered as a kind of imaginary illustration of the scientific definition of landscape sphere as a meeting point of the blending of the Earth's crust with the landscape relief, hydrosphere, the lower section of atmosphere, paedosphere, biosphere and socio-economic sphere. Exactly this kind of complex yet beautiful union is shown in the above mentioned painting, capturing a segment of a simple, mostly agricultural pasture land with a row of trees, a figure of a woman with cows and an amazing Slavíček-specific sky reflected together with the trees in a small pond. It is very pleasant to find out that a very similar view can still be found on the edge of the village of Kameničky nowadays, including the species richness of meadows under the Volák's Hill where an extensive botanical research of the meadows carried out by the Botanical Institute of the Academy of Science of the Czech Republic (AVCR) took place.
"Only a very few things testify the way of our thinking as convincingly as the comparison of the former pictures of the Bohemian and Moravian landscape in the 19 th and 20 th century with its appearance nowadays" -as has been written by the former Minister for Environment of the Czech Republic, Mr Ivan Dejmal, for the poster advertising the art exhibition called "The appearance of our country -our home landscape" (Dejmal, 2001 ). The exhibition did not; however, allow for the comparison between the historic landscape paintings and the current appearance of the landscape. Only a set of landscape paintings of several generations of the Czech landscape painters -in a superb selection of works -were exhibited in the Theresian Wing of the Prague Castle. It is common to find at least the location of each painting, with various accuracy, in catalogues accompanying landscape painting exhibitions nowadays.
In the Czech Republic this can be seen for example in the localization of some pieces of A. Chittussi (Prahl, 2012) , while in painting-wise much frequented Brittany there was a book with detailed maps of landscape paintings of numerous artists published (Anonymus, 1997 ). An interesting landscape painting exhibition was the "Two landscapes. Picture of Slovakia: the ninetieth century vs. these days" in the Slovak National Gallery in Bratislava, accompanied by an extensive catalogue (Čičo, ed. 2014) . However, more than the comparison of the state of certain landscapes in the 19 th century and now, this was an attempt to confront the very different ways of depicting the landscape. Current way of doing so has little utilizable value for landscape ecologists.
A unique example of the comparison of historic paintings with the current state can be seen in the Podyjí National Park. An extensive set of works representing the romantic valley landscape, painting-wise very frequented predominantly in the 19 th century -is located in the collections of the South-Moravian Museum in Znojmo. In seven individual cases there was an identification photograph added, depicting the state of the current valley of the River Thaya (Frecer, 2009) . A comparison of lithography by W. E. Knippel in his Panoráma z Landeku shows near-natural state of the water meadow landscape of the River Oder in 1850 with a recent photography of the Ostrava industrial agglomeration was published in a monograph on deep coal mining and its impact on the environment (Martinec et al. 2006) . The authors of this contribution (Lacina, 2013; Lacina & Halas, 2013; Lacina, Ptáček, Halas 2014 , 2015 are devoted to the comparison analysis of the Czech landscape paintings from the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands, mainly by Josef Jambor in its Moravian part but also other artists with the over-reach into Bohemia. There is a project (ARTOPOS, http://www.artopos.net/) focused on the comparison of landscape paintings with the present state of painted landscape currently running. Several authors from abroad also study landscape painting and its comparison to the real landscape, amongst them P. Machotka (2014) focussing on the work of Paul Cézanne. He managed to identify tens of locations that Cézanne used for his work. His view; however, does not provide the landscape-ecology insight because he was comparing the artwork from the position of an art psychologist.
The extensive work of Josef Jambor, born in Pohledec by Nové Město na Moravě (1887 Moravě ( -1964 captures in hundreds of canvasses the harmonious cultural landscape of the thirties to the sixties of the 20 th century, mainly the landscape of the Žďár Hills. The work is, thanks to its realistic similarity, ideal for the landscape-ecological comparison analysis. The author himself (in Kafka, 1956 ) admitted, on the topic of the motivation for his work: "I wish, and will try hard to do so, to capture a lot of what is disappearing, losing its beauty due to the new industrial gadgets and methods"
We have chosen at least the painting called Rokytenské louky (The Meadows of Rokytno) from 1953 (Figure 1. ) from the wealth of his artwork, through which it is possible to enter the phytocoelogical detail. It captures an extensive complex of wet meadows on the edge of Rokytno by Nové Město na Moravě in spring. Shallow depressions are still filled with the water from recently melted snowdrifts. In places where vegetation already started to grow, there is a display of Caltha palustris. In the sense of a typology of natural biotopes (Chytrý, Kučera, Kočí, 2001) , it is possible to identify the T1.5 biotope of wet thistle meadow with reasonable accuracy. The vegetation of later aspects would have included Cirsium palustre, Bistorta major, Tephroseris crispa, Succisa pratensis, Parnassia palustris, Dactylorhiza majalis and others. The meadows were significantly degraded through amelioration of rivers and they lost a large number of herby species. During the mapping efforts for the NATURA 2000 European Union project, not a single segment of the former wet thistle meadow occurred in the area ( Figure 5 ). The entire meadow complex falls into the category of biotopes strongly influenced or created by man -the X5 -intensively managed meadows. Only in the background the surveyors captured the natural biotope V1F -the macrophytic vegetation of eutrophic and stagnant water and the M1.1. -reed-beds of eutrophic stagnant waters. These are not visible from the painter point of view. Despite that it appears at the first glance that the overall scene setting hardly changed. 
CONCLUSIONS
So far we managed to identify the accurate locality of approximately 80 artworks in the current landscape. Based on their landscape-ecological interpretation it is possible to reach the following preliminary conclusions:
1) The painters started discovering the harmonious cultural landscape following the romantic period when they used to focus on wild mountain scenes of the near-natural landscape. Within the territory of the Czech Republic, the most frequent locations of paintings include The Bohemian-Moravian Highlands with the Iron Mountains, The area known as Podorličí, The South-Bohemian Basins, The surrounding area of the Thaya River, Šumava, The White Carpathians (the so called Moravské Slovácko) and The Beskidy Mountains (Valašsko). 2) Not even in the single case it was possible to find the current state of the landscape that would be identical with its representation in the painting. Most changes include those of vegetation cover and new construction. The characterising marks of the landscape often disappeared. These included small heaths, pockets of thyme and non-ruderalised wetlands. There is more bank vegetation; however, that usually only includes regulated streams. Despite the fact that more permanent grassy vegetation can be found in the foothills, farmland is almost non-existent. The typical grazed landscape has been afforested mainly on barren rocky and gravelly river banks. Formerly grassy water meadows have been turned into farmland. There are more linear features and ruderal vegetation also increased. 3) The ecological and aesthetical value of a landscape complement each other.
Landscape deprived of species diversity and their natural and near-natural communities is of a less quality from the aesthetic point of view. 4) Various understanding and feelings occur when a landscape is observed from a distance (The car driver point of view) or closely (the rambler point of view). While a glance from a distance gives the impression that the picturesque landscape mosaic remains preserved the way it used to be depicted in the comparison landscape paintings, a detailed focus reveals species decrease. The attractive original species (recognisable marks of the landscape) often decreased in favour of non-desirable and competitive ruderal species. The enjoyment of landscape beauty decreased, too, for this reason.
